
practice medicine 
on the go

Introducing a new way for practices to go mobile that puts the information 
clinicians need at their fingertips.

athenaOne

In most industries, professionals can get meaningful work done on their mobile device as often as their laptop. 
Shouldn’t clinicians be able to do the same? athenahealth’s new athenaOne mobile app is simple, easy-to-use, and 
gives clinicians unparalleled access to information whenever they need it, wherever they are. More than just access to 
information, the mobile app is an extension of our EHR. It offers seamless integration with our clinical workflows, lets 
you create and sign orders, send majority of prescriptions, respond to patient cases and more – all from your iPhone 
or iPad.

Customizable and intelligent, the mobile app learns from your most frequent behaviors to speed up documentation. 
Whether you’re prepping patient charts before your day, taking call from a soccer game, or reviewing labs with your 
patient during an exam, the athenaOne app gives you the flexibility to practice medicine your way.
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Intuitive 
home page

User-friendly,  
actionable inbox

Detailed  
patient records

Integrates real-time 
into athenaOne



athenaOne

Less work. More flow.

These features will reinvent 
how you practice medicine.

Actionable inbox

View schedule and prep patient charts

Document the patient encounter

Capture images directly into the chart

Queue and place orders

Embedded into athenaClinicals, 
the app syncs in real-time

What’s holding clinicians back?

27%
of a physician’s workday is spent on 

direct clinical face time  
with patients*

49%
of a physician’s workday is spent on 

EHR and desk work*

44%
of physicians acknowledge some 

degree of burnout*

“On call…I’m able to access all [the] patient’s 
information via my smartphone. It’s the 
difference between being an informed physician 
and being an ‘I hope I’m informed’ physician.”

— Dr. Sally Ginsburg, Pioneer Valley Pediatrics

How many physicians do you know who feel burned out? And how many blame technology? We believe the right 
technology can help physicians, not hinder them. So, we reimagined the way physicians engage with their EHR.

Source: “Allocation of Physician Time in Ambulatory Practice: A Time and Motion Study in 4 Specialties” in Annals of Internal Medicine. December 6 2016.
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Find out more. Call 412.424.2260 or visit us online at vowhs.com


